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From the President's Easel 

Spring is finally here! 
 
It's been rather exciting with all the crazy weather changes we've been 
experiencing this spring. Even though the winter was not particularly 
harsh, I've been feeling cooped up for far too long!  
 
The dramatic temperature swings and those windy days kept thwarting 
my outdoor painting plans. I might complain, but I have to admit, we've 
had some incredible skies! Those colors have been quite an inspiration 
- cobalt blue expanses dappled with bright cloud clusters, soon 
overtaken by wind-driven Payne's gray skies tinged with late evening 
oranges. As I said - Incredible!  
 
Remember that late snow that came in and crushed our spring flowers? 
I had a great patch of daffodils in my yard. The night before the 
expected snow storm, I went outside and cut them all. I had 
a huge bouquet. Knowing I just didn't have time to paint, I placed them 
in a mason jar on the kitchen counter so I could admire them while I 
cooked dinner. Then it dawned on me that I could at least try to do an 
underpainting when not stirring the pot on the stove. I grabbed a pencil 
and watercolors and set to work. I ended up with a pleasing watercolor 
sketch. It wasn't much, but it was enough to get my creative juices 
going. The next day, I planted my easel by a window and did a plein air 
painting of the snow outside while staying perfectly warm and dry! 
 
Needless to say, now that we are well into April, I'm hoping to get out in 
the sunshine more with my pastel box and enjoy more fresh air. How 
about you? 
 
Speaking of excitement, the prospectus for our biennial national show, 
the Shades of Pastel 2017, is out. You should have received an email 
with the entry information. This year, we have joined the ranks of many 
other pastel and art societies who are using an on-line entry system, 
specifically, onlinejuriedshows.com. To enter, just click on this link and 
it will take you to the prospectus. Follow instructions to submit your 
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Arthur Community 
Center at Glenwood 
Jul 22:  Summer 
Meeting at  Gary J. 
Arthur Community 
Center at Glenwood 
Oct 15 - Nov 17:  SOP 
National Show, 
Glenview Mansion, 
Rockville, MD  
Oct 28:  Fall Meeting at 
the Gary J. Arthur 
Community Center at 
Glenwood  

Directions to 
Glenwood 

Directions to our 
meetings at the Gary J. 
Arthur Community 
Center at Glenwood  

 

  

entries.  If you are a little shy about the process, just click on "Tutorial 
Videos" and watch the veo on how to enter. 
 
Our spring meeting is fast approaching.  We are delighted that Mary 
Pritchard will join us at our meeting on April 22nd to do a pastel 
demonstration.  She is well known for her stunning rural landscapes 
and farm buildings. You definitely won't want to miss this meeting! 
 
Did you have a chance to visit our Signature Show at the Columbia Art 
Center?  Wow, it was a great show!  The folks at Columbia were very 
welcoming and friendly hosts. Also, Jeanne Rosier Smith returned to 
MPS this spring to teach her Color Confidence workshop. Dot 
Stepenski was there and shared her experience with us. Be sure to 
read about the workshop in her article below.  There are a lot of great 
ideas for you to explore. 
  
Hope to see you on April 22nd! 
Happy Painting, 
Mary 
 

Next Meeting 

As noted above, our Spring General Meeting is Saturday, April 22nd. 
Our guest artist is Mary Pritchard whose pastel paintings are rich with 
color. 
 
Mary lives in Chestertown. Her favorite subjects can be found in the 
surrounding small towns, family farms, tidewater rivers and marshes of 
Maryland's Eastern Shore. She received her B.A in studio art from 
Mount Holyoke College and has Master's degrees in both art and 
journalism. Following a career in education administration at the 
University of Delaware, Mary returned to painting full time. An award-
winning pastel artist, she is known for her landscapes of the Eastern 
Shore. Visit her website http://www.marypritchardart.com/ to learn 
more. 
  
And, as always, please remember to bring 

• lunch for yourself. 
• food to share so you can put your name in the box and perhaps 

win a prize. 
• samples of your recent work. 

See you on Saturday, April 22nd at Glenwood! (Click here 
for directions to the Gary J. Arthur Community Center) 
  

Shades of Pastel 2017 

SOP 2017 Biennial National Show Call for Entries 
 

 
The Maryland Pastel Society biennial juried exhibition, Shades of 
Pastel 2017, is now open for submissions. To view the prospectus and 
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enter, please visit OnLineJuriedShows.com.  For additional information, 
visit our MPS web page. 

The SOP will be at Glenview Mansion in Rockville, Maryland. The show 
will be October 15 through November 17, 2017. Desmond O'Hagan will 
be the juror and judge. The reception will be on October 15 from 1:30 to 
3:30.  The deadline for entry is July 16, 2017. 
 

 
The Glenview Mansion is an elegant 1926 home included on the 
National Register of Historic Places. Located in the 153-acre Rockville 
Civic Center Park, it is a lovely location for our exhibition.  

 
 
 

 
Our SOP chair, Tara Will, is looking for volunteers. The Shades of 
Pastel is a premier event for our society, drawing national and 
international attention to the Maryland Pastel Society. It requires a lot of 
planning. This is an excellent opportunity for you to learn what it takes 
to organize a national-level show -- great skills for any artist to have!  If 
you would like to help, please contact Tara at sop2017info@gmail.com. 
 

Upcoming Workshops 

Fall Workshops - A Hot Ticket! 
 
 
We have two workshops scheduled for the Fall. The Richard McKinley 
workshop is full, but we still have a few slots for the Desmond O'Hagan 
workshop. Visit the MPS Workshops web page for registration 
information.  
 
The workshop with Desmond is a 2-day indoor pastel workshop on 
October 12-13, 2017 in Rockville, Maryland. The workshop will include 
discussions on materials, surfaces, and developing one's painting style, 
as well as demos emphasizing composition, color and technique. There 
will be daily individual critiques of students' works in progress. Although 
Desmond is comfortable painting all subjects, we are expecting him to 
focus on urban landscapes, Students will work from their own 
photographs. 

https://onlinejuriedshows.com/Default.aspx?OJSID=11818
http://marylandpastelsociety.com/about/events
http://www.rockvillemd.gov/index.aspx?nid=389
http://marylandpastelsociety.com/about/events/WORKSHOPS


A professional artist for 30 years, Desmond is a Master Pastelist with 
the Pastel Society of America, a member of the "Master's Circle" of 
IAPS, and in the Hall of Fame at the Art Institute of Colorado His work 
has a unique impressionistic style and has been featured in several art 
books and magazines. Desmond has won numerous awards in 
prestigious shows and exhibitions. He has also judged many national 
shows and he has conducted workshops for pastel societies across the 
United State. Visit Desmond's web page to learn more about him and 
see his paintings: www.desmondohagan.com. 
 

Featured Artist 

Signature Members may sign up to be a Featured Artist by sending an 
email to mdpastels@gmail.com. You will need to provide a     write-up 
and images upon acceptance. 
 

Also, Signature members, if you would like to update your images on 
the MPS web page gallery, please contact Joyce Lister by email 
listerstudio@comcast.net. 

Member News 

 
Diaspora by Lynn Goldstein 

 
Metro by Kim Stone 

Lynn Goldstein's artwork, 
"Diaspora," was selected for 
exhibition at the Smithsonian S. 
Dillon Ripley Center. The piece will 
be on view through January 1, 2018, 
and is part of the "Artists at Work" 
exhibition.  "Diaspora" is an 
installation piece that  explores 
Jewish immigration to the United 
States.  

Kim Stone won a first prize for her 
painting "Metro" in the annual show 
Figuratively Speaking held at 
the Harrisburg Art Association, 
Harrisburg, PA. 

 
Alice Kelsey has a solo show at the Bellefonte Art Museum in Bellefonte, 
PA, May 5-28. Titled "Through the Surface", the exhibition features varied art 
materials to capture the imagery and mystery at a central Pennsylvania spring-
fed pond. The reception is Sunday, May 7 noon- 4:30 pm. Alice will also 
offer Gallery Talks on Saturday, May 6,1 - 2 pm, and Sunday, May 21, 2 - 3 
pm. Additional details are on her web site www.alicekelsey.com   
 
Barbara Kirchner's Rainbow Studio will hold an Open Studio on Saturday, 

http://www.desmondohagan.com/
mailto:mdpastels@gmail.com
https://www.si.edu/museums/ripley-center
https://www.si.edu/museums/ripley-center
http://www.artassocofhbg.com/index2.htm
http://www.bellefontemuseum.org/
http://www.alicekelsey.com/


May 6, and Sunday May 7, from 10 am - 5 pm. both days. Barbara is one of 
four Harford County artists who opted to continue this successful Spring 
experiment from prior years. If you need directions, please call Barbara at 410-
557-7343. The studio is at her home at 1930 Green Hill Road in Jarrettsville, 
MD. Signs and red wind-flowers will be visible beginning at the mailbox, which 
is located on Salem Church Road, guiding you to the studio patio door. 
 
Jean Hirons has a "Pastel Retrospective" from March 29-May 30 at 
the Unitarian Universalist Congregation of Rockville. She is exhibiting 50 
paintings from the 1990's, including her first award-winner, to 2016. Jean will 
be giving an artist's talk and tour from 3:00-5:00 on Sunday May 21st.  The 
church is open every day.   
 
Rebecca Yates Shorb was juried into the Cumberland Valley Art Show held 
at the Museum of Fine Arts in Hagerstown, MD from January 29th - April 9th. 
 

More News and Opportunities 

Susan Gleason will be teaching an 8-week introductory pastel painting 
class at the Columbia Art Center. from April 18-June 6, 10am-
noon.  Click here for information. 
 
 
Marc Hanson is offering a 3-day Pastel workshop, May 26-28 at 
the Chesapeake Fine Arts Studio.  Visit the CFAS web page to learn 
more.  Visit Marc's web page to see his pastel paintings. 
 
Desiree Scherini is teaching a Plein Air Painting Weekend Workshop, 
June 3-4. For more information and to register, visit the Maryland Hall 
website. This weekend workshop will explore scenic areas in and 
around Annapolis with the goal of a finished painting. This workshop is 
appropriate for all levels with a basic understanding of the materials. To 
learn more about Desiree, visit her web 
site www.artistdesireescherini.com 
 
Margaret Evans, visiting from Scotland, will be teaching a workshop at 
the York Art Association, York, PA, June 2-4. To register, call the York 
Art Association office at 717-757-5503. Registration information can 
also be found at YAA's website, www.yorkartassociation.org. This class 
requires a minimum of 10 students in order to run, so please register 
soon. If you need hotel accommodations, YAA can recommend a 
nearby hotel that gives their students a discount rate.  
 
The Chestertown RIVERARTS 7th Annual "Paint the Town" Plein Air 
Event is April 28 - May 1.  The Paint the Town is scheduled for 
Thursday - Sunday, April 28 - May 1; the Wet Paint Sale is Saturday, 
April 30; the Quick Draw Competition is Sunday, May 1. For more 
information, visit the website http://chestertownriverarts.org/paint-the-
town/ 
 
Lisa Mitchell is teaching a plein air pastel and oil painting workshop, 
"Creating a Visual Conversation" in St. Mary's City, MD, from 
September 26-29. To sign up, contact Fr. John Ball, Rector  
Trinity Episcopal Church, St. Mary's Parish.  
301-862-4597 office  

http://www.uucr.org/
http://wcmfa.org/
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240-925-0752 cell 
Email: trinitysaintmarys@gmail.com  
 
 
Pastel Painters Society of Cape Cod National Juried Show 
 
The PPSCC national juried exhibition will be held June 24 - July 17 at 
the Cultural Center of Cape Cod in South Yarmouth, MA. Entry 
deadline: April 18.  To see prospectus visit: 
http://www.onlinejuriedshows.com/Default.aspx?OJSID=6554 
 

 
The Colorado Pastel Society's 13th Annual Mile High National Pastel 
Exhibition is July 6 - August 20, 2017 in Littleton, CO. Tony Allain is the 
Juror and Judge. Entry deadline: April 10.  To see 
prospectus:https://onlinejuriedshows.com/Default.aspx?OJSID=9744 
 
 
Adirondack Pastel Society National Exhibition at the Shirt Factory 
Gallery 
Glens Falls, NY, from July 12 - August 12, 2017. 
Entry Deadline: Sunday, May 21, 
2017. Prospectus: https://onlinejuriedshows.com/Default.aspx?OJSID=
10804 
 
 
Pastel Society of America's Annual Exhibition: Enduring Brilliance 
is September 5 - October 1, 2017 at the National Arts Club, New York. 
Entry Deadline:  June 16, 2017. 
For more information: www.pastelsocietyofamerica.org 
Prospectus: http://www.showsubmit.com/sd_psa17.php 
 
Pastel Society of the West Coast 
 
Pastels USA 31st Annual Open Exhibition 
 
September 19 - October 21, 2017 
 
at the A SENSE OF PLACE GALLERY, Fresno, CA. 
Entry Deadline: July 15. 2017 
Prospectus: https://onlinejuriedshows.com/Default.aspx?OJSID=10802 
 
Pastel Society of Maine 
(formerly Pastel Painters of Maine) 
18th International Exhibition "for Pastels Only" 
Entry deadline: August 1, 2017 
Online entry: http://www.showsubmit.com/ 
 
Chicago Pastel Painters 2017 National Exhibition  "Pastels Chicago" 
Entry deadline: August 31, 2017 
Shows opening for entry June 1, 2017 
Online entry: http://www.showsubmit.com/ 
 

http://www.onlinejuriedshows.com/Default.aspx?OJSID=6554
https://onlinejuriedshows.com/Default.aspx?OJSID=9744
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Connecticut Pastel Society 
Renaissance in Pastel National Exhibition 2017 
Deadline: August 4, 2017 
Shows opening for entry June 19, 2017 
Online entry: http://www.showsubmit.com/ 
 
Pastel Society of New Hampshire 
It's Pastel! 9th Annual National Exhibition 
Deadline: September 3, 2017 

Online entry: http://www.showsubmit.com/ 

Please check our website for other local activities. They can be found 
under the Artist Opportunities section of the MPS web page. 

Membership News 

Maryland Pastel Society currently has 220 members. We are happy to 
welcome six new members this quarter: 

• Carol Greenwald 
• Diane Kerr 
• Tina Belardi 
• Thomas Mammen 
• Doug Tweddale   
• Elaine Demars  

We are also delighted to congratulate two new signature members: 

• Dan Peck 
• Karina Suero 

Inspiration Corner 

Thoughts on Texture 

by Jean Hirons 
 
I define texture as a quality in the surface or pastel application that 
allows for multiple colors to show through. Texture may consist of a 
slightly bumpy surface; or a brushed-on surface that produces lines; or 
a gritty sanded surface that enables multiple layers of pastel 
application. The amount of texture desired is based on:  
1) the subject matter; and/or  
2) the desired overall look of the painting.  
 
Texture and Subject Matter 
Some subjects have more texture to them than others, such as rocks, 
trees, stone walls, brick buildings, gourds, and so forth. If the majority 
of the painting is in this category, then you may want to consider a 
surface that will enable a more textured approach. 
Here are some examples of specific subjects that I have found benefit 
from a more textured surface.  

http://www.showsubmit.com/
http://www.showsubmit.com/


• Rocks are a subject I have been exploring over the past two 
years. The many crevices and subtle colors in rocks create the 
need for layered color, in my opinion. By having the ability to 
lightly lay in color and continue to add with increasingly stronger 
applications of pastel, I have been able to create this 
appearance. 

• Stone or brick buildings are another subject that call for more 
texture to give the feeling of a rough, uneven surface. 

• Trees and foliage are the primary examples for needed 
texture. Working from dark to light on a textured surface 
enables the painter to give the impression of the many leaves or 
flowers in foliage without actually producing the detail! 

Note: Once you have decided to add texture to a surface, I recommend 
that it be added to the entire surface and not just where it is most 
needed. Using it only for the trees and not the sky, for example, can 
give a disjointed look to your painting 
. 
Texture and Desired Look 
Having texture in your painting can be a choice of style, regardless of 
subject matter. This is particularly effective in landscape paintings 
where there may be less detail and the need for a strong surface.  
Portrait painters are less likely to use a more highly textured surface, 
however, some prefer this in order to give their paintings a bolder look. 
In general, it would be best applied on larger paintings as opposed to 
smaller ones. 
 
Texture and Surfaces 
As a pastel artist, I am obsessed with surfaces--both purchased and 
hand-made. Because we apply our medium with our hands, the feel of 
the surface is key. And because pastel is all about layering, I'm always 
looking for the perfect surface. I have found success in both purchased 
and hand-made surfaces and will share my experience with you. 

Purchased surfaces. My current favorite is UART 320 grit, which I've 
been using for my rock paintings, but others as well. It accepts multiple 
layers of both hard pastels, which are hard to achieve with the 280 grit 
or with the Pastel Premiere 320. I purchase mounted boards in 
standard sizes from True Grit Pastel Boards (www.frenchcanvas.com).  
 
Pastelbord is another surface that has a certain amount of grit, but I've 
discovered that the only way to retain it when doing an underpainting, is 
to use watercolor and not hard pastel. The surface is quite subtle and 
the hard pastel tends to fill it in and produce a smoother surface.  
 
Pastel Premiere Italian clay (320) and white (400) also have a lovely 
grit and I've used the white very successfully for stone buildings. 
 
Home-made surfaces.  For home-made surfaces, I use Art Spectrum 
liquid primer. I buy a tub of the clear and tone it in small batches using 
liquid acrylic.  The amount of texture produced will depend on the type 
of substrate and application.  I began using the primer on gatorfoam, 
the hardest possible substrate. Applying the primer with a brush 



produces strokes that show through in the painting.  Over time, I 
decided that the surface was too hard and began trying others. Now I 
use it in two ways:  
1) to resurface washed off paintings on Pastelbord and  
2) I apply it to Rives printmaking paper.  
The first is more similar to the gatorfoam, being a hard surface. The 
Rives, however, produces a completely different type of surface. The 
softness of the paper and the subtle texture produce an overall 
bumpiness that enables beautiful layering. And I often let the surface 
color show through. 
 

 

Beach Trees, 12 x 16, was 
painted on Rives with AS 
liquid primer. Note the sky, 
where I have left some of 
the underlying surface 
show through. 
 
Keep in mind that the more 
texture you have, the less 
detail you can achieve. 
This can be a good thing! 

 

  

 
 

Cascading Gold, 16" x 12" 
on UART 320 grit sanded paper. 
For this painting, I used initial 
layers of hard pastel, then 
sprayed it with workable fixative, 
and applied Girault and softer 
pastels to give the look of rocks. 

 

 

Spring Apples, #2, 16 x 20, 
on Pastelbord resurfaced 
with AS liquid primer. The 
rough surface produced by 
the primer was perfect for 
the highly textured flowers 
and leaves, but note also 
how it shows up in the sky 
and field. The texture made 
this painting a real joy to 
complete! 
 

 



 

Do you have an inspiring story?  A fun pastel challenge?  Let us know. 

 

Past Events - Winter Meeting 

 

Abstract Adventure with Deborah Maklowski 
 
By Mary Boeh 
 

Our January meeting was a real treat as MPS former president, 
Deborah Maklowski, introduced us to some fascinating materials and 
strategies she uses to create beautiful mixed-media paintings that  
hi-light the versatility of pastels.  Deborah discussed her inspirations - 
perhaps a blurry photo with interesting light or shapes, or perhaps an 
interesting pattern that appears in the pan while preparing a meal, and 
color - always color!   
 
Deborah prepared two panels to demonstrate a variety of materials she 
uses.  She also passed around several examples of mixed-media 
drawings and paintings to show a variety of surfaces with which she 
has experimented. 
 
Demo 1: 
Deborah began with a panel already prepared with acrylic paint with 
drippings of black gloss medium. She layers on pastels to build the 
colors, add texture, and make the light in the center glow. 
 

 

 

 



 

 

 
Demo 2: 
To the left, Deborah poses with the prepared panel.  As you can see, 
she has applied paint and various textures in the underpainting. In the 
image on the right, she has begun to apply pastels.  The texture really 
shows through! 
 

   

Now Deborah brushes on liquid medium and then adds more color and 
textures... 



 
 

  
 

  

It's time to allow the painting to 
dry.  You can see the variety of 
media Deborah used in this 
painting. In the box above the 
painting in the photo, you'll see 
textured beads and grits.  On the 
painting, where the liquid medium 
was brushed on, the instant 
coffee granules and pastel dust 
Deborah applied (photo above) 
are beginning to dissolve. The 
gold leaf shines and unifies the 
gold paint in the repeating circles. 
 

It was exciting to see the 
creativity!  While some of the 
approaches seemed daring, there 
was a spirit of fun that left many 
of our members eager to try 
some of these new techniques! 

 

Visit Deborah's web site deborahmaklowski.com to see more of her 
paintings. 
 
 
 
 

http://deborahmaklowski.com/


Past Events - Spring Workshop 

 
Jeanne Rosier-Smith Workshop 

by Dot Stepanski 
Photos by Dot Stepanski  

 

  

Who needs workshops? Many of us are past the need for weekly 
classes and are isolated in our studios trying to figure out why our work 
is not progressing. You can read books, but it's not the same  
as having someone demo the exercise and answer your questions until 
you truly understand. There comes a time when you need to fully 
immerse and revitalize your artistic eye. A workshop brings 
like-minded artists together for exploration, experimentation and 
discovery. Walking into our MPS Color Confidence Workshop with 
Jeanne Rosier-Smith was like standing in rain after a long drought. 
 
Day 1 - Jeanne welcomed our troupe and dove in explaining her 
concept of Color Confidence. She equates color to language - we need 
to be familiar with grammar structure, nuance and idioms to express 
ourselves coherently with ease. Color's language involves hue, chroma, 
value and temperature. Without understanding, we paint like art is a 
second language.  
   
Our first subject was value, because value describes form. Paintings 
live and die by value. If it doesn't have value, it may as well be a line 
drawing. As pastels are generally "pre-mixed" colors, it is critical to see 
how your color changes from highlight to dark, and then how that color 
relates to others in context. Just as in a playground, not all colors get 
along, and can leave a painting like it rolled in the mud. 
 
Jeanne gave our assignment and then did two demos to clarify. She 
welcomed questions during this process. The assignment was to create 
a 20-square grid on Canson gray paper. There were to be 5 squares 
down and 4 across. She went into her pastels and created a 5-step 
grayscale (involving quiet violets, not literal grays), and filled in her 
squares on the left side of the grid from highlight to dark. 



  
 
Here is the tricky part: The remaining squares of the grid were to be 
filled with any color, but it must be in the value range as the gray on the 
left side. For example, the top row of the grid now would be all highlight 
values, the second row, light value, third mid value, etc. To help with 
the exercise, we were advised to take the five grayscale colors and 
draw a stripe of color with each gray to test the other colors for value. 
This was hard! Jeanne was very helpful assisting students assess their 
colors. She generously gave out large(!) grayscales for our use.  

  
Why this exercise? If your paintings are kind of hit or miss in harmony 
or excitement, you may not be paying attention to value. Value is more 
involved than just seeing things as just light and dark. Jeanne pointed 
out by using any color in the same value, you will add richness and 
luminosity to your work. To prove this point, after her demo of the color 
block, Jeanne worked on a second demo. She took a black and white 
photo of a marsh and did a study using only the colors from her color 
block demo. It was fascinating to see these seemingly disparate colors 
pull together into a harmonious painting. Jeanne advised allowing the 
three mid values to be the workhorses and use the highlight and dark 
values sparingly. Interestingly, it will give your work a more natural feel, 
because only photos have such large, heavy dark areas or bleached 
light ones. 



 
We were then given a choice of three black and white photos and had 
to create a painting from our color block. This was difficult, yet looked 
so easy when Jeanne did it. Hummm. However, in the end, the 
resulting paintings were truly amazing. The paintings all had luminosity 
and an exciting quality to them. I spoke with a number of students who 
felt this will impact the way they approach their work. 
 
Jeanne felt the best advice is to keep your pastels organized by color, 
then value, and use a grayscale (keep a copy of one to test on), 
because color/value can be deceptive if you just "eyeball" it. 
 
Day 2 - Everyone reported sleeping like babies (happy, tired babies) 
from working so hard. Jeanne has been really fantastic. Not all 
workshops are created equal. Jeanne is an organized instructor who is 
clear in her material, willingly answers questions, and takes time 
individually with her students. It's clear she enjoys sharing her 
knowledge and experience. Continuing education is important to her 
personally. Jeanne testifies attending an open portrait studio every 
Friday keeps her drawing skills sharp, and a workshop once a year is 
rejuvenating. She said one of the biggest student problems she 
encounters in classes is drawing. Drawing is the foundation of any form 
of painting and shouldn't be neglected no matter your level. 
 
Class today was focused on Color Saturation and Neutrals. Jeanne 
expressed the neutral, quiet colors in our pastel collections are under 
used. If you only use brilliant colors, nothing is brilliant. They have lost 
their impact. 
 
Thursday's assignment, as demo'd by Jeanne, was to create six square 
of grays in watercolors (leaving a square of white in the center) using 
only red, blue and yellow. These were not ordinary grays. Each square 
was to have an undertone of rose, blue, green, gold, violet and brown. 
Unless you are familiar with watercolors, this was very challenging. 
However, when each square dried, they did look neutral with just a hint 
of color in its respective square. Next, we searched in our pastels to 
match each square or come as close as we could. This is where you 
found your pastel selections could be a little incomplete. These grays 
are very important for quiet areas of a painting. We then went into our 
pastels and chose the highly saturated complement for the center of 
each square. Depending how you mixed your gray, the complement 
wasn't as clear as you thought it was. 
 
Upon completion of the exercise, we applied the theory to a painting. 
We were to work with quiet grays and accents of saturation. Again, 
some amazing studies were done by the students. 
 
Day 3 - As Jeanne warned, this would be the most difficult lesson: 
Color Temperature. Yeah, yeah - yellow, red, orange are warm, and 
blue, violet, green are cool - sometimes! I think we over simplify or 
secretly really don't get it. Jeanne explained much of a painting's 
warmth or coolness depends on the quality of light. For example, 
morning light is generally cool and evening's is generally warm. Did you 
realize that painting indoors with the wrong light can mess up your 



painting? Stop by Lowe's or Home Depot's painting department and 
check out their paint chip display using different lightbulbs. It's eye 
opening. If you don't paint with daylight bulbs now, you should.  
Jeanne's demo and our assignment was this: choose a photo with 
extreme light and dark. Using your grayscale, choose 6 pastels (3 
warm like yellow-orange in medium to light and 3 cool like blue in 
medium to dark). The mid color should read the same for the cool and 
warm. 
 
The first part of the exercise was to do a sketch from the photo using 
only those six colors. The sky is generally the lightest value (the source 
of light), so you could start with the lightest yellow-orange there, etc. 
The goal is to look for shadow patterns. 
 
The second part of the exercise was to use the sketch for light pattern 
reference, and work on a study with a warm underpainting using 
pastels and rubbing alcohol for sunlit areas and cool magenta or violets 
for shadow areas. The study would then continue in colors of our 
choice. This was a difficult, but enlightening exercise. It not only was a 
lesson in temperature, but tied in previous lessons on value and 
neutrals. This is a lesson worth repeating several times at home.  

 
 
Jeanne mentioned several times we should not be afraid of practice. It 
is the path to proficiency. She explained a gallery she is in requested a 
few spring paintings of a certain location. She went there and took 
photos, but felt the trees were just too complicated for her. Over the 
course of a year, she found herself working on trees a great deal and 
began to appreciate their form and individuality. When Jeanne revisited 
the photos she took the year before, she said to herself, "yes, I can 
definitely paint these scenes." She suggested practicing subjects you 
really enjoy. As you become proficient with your subject, you can 
experiment with confidence because you only need to conquer the new 
method or theory. 
 
She also mentioned how important it was to step away from your work 
for a few minutes - mentally and physically. It helps you to see 
problems when you're not as fatigued. I would like to add, for those 
who have difficulty with mobility (back, knees, or whatever), a reducing 
glass (opposite of a magnifying glass) is extremely useful. It shrinks 



your painting so it's like stepping away from it. Our last day concluded 
with a critique of Day 2 and 3's paintings and discussion of the 
lessons.  
 
Throughout the workshop, Jeanne made everyone comfortable about 
the work to gain Color Confidence and our class had a great esprit de 
corps. There wasn't a wasted moment. Even at lunch, we gathered in a 
large circle and talked about art, education, and life. We had such a 
good time learning and that's how it should be. 

Who needs workshops? Everyone!  
 

 
To learn more about Jeanne Rosier-Smith, visit her website: 
https://jeannerosiersmith.com/ 
 

 Get Involved! 
  
We are always looking for members to get involved. This newsletter is 
sprinkled with ideas on how you can volunteer.  We need people to 
help with the SOP show, write for the newsletter, or plan activities 
outside of quarterly meetings. Maybe you're interested in plein air 
painting and are looking for other painters to paint with you?  Please 
contact a board member if you are interested in volunteering. 
 

 Parting Thought: 
  
"Painting is poetry that is seen rather than felt, and poetry is painting 
that is felt rather than seen."  
-- Leonardo da Vinci 
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